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 Fūrin is a interactive instalation located in the middle of the Rio Madrid 
park near the Manzanares river bank.

 The location is a peaceful yet saturated area of the park. Locals and tourists ali-
ke are constintently passing by the project site. It is a place of gathering and relaxation 
situated in a shady area between meandering trails, pleasant sitting areas and water 
features. 



 The concept was to create a large wind chime installed between five park trees.  Sounds of gently clanging wooden bells is generated from the  
cool summer breeze and contribute to the local ambiance. 

 Inspired by Anthon Gaudi, and the process of form finding according to catenary gravitational forces, a weblike structure of strings and 
weights was designed with Rhino and Grasshopper. Afterwards Kangaroo simulated gravity and determined the loads affecting our structure. Rope, 
zip-ties, acrylic panels and MDF bells (weights) formed a sound emitting dynamic structure hung from five trees.
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FORMFINDING WORKSHOP WITH GIANCARLO DI MARCO 
“CATENARY STRUCTURE”
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Giancarlo Di Marco

 On the week 3 Giancarlo Di Marco  an italian designer, 
academic and researcher specialized in 3D Design, Parametric 
Design & Digital Fabrication, founder of Studio Giancarlo Di 
Marco a design agency focused in the consultancy of professio-
nal services in the area of architectural & Industrial Design, and 
author of the book Simplified Complexity, provided a Form Fin-
ding” workshop where Catenary and Mesh theories were deeply 
studied. 
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1.- Find anchor points on site. 

5. Extract edges to build panels. 6. Build random panels.  7.Extract points from vertices. 8.Establish vertices as center 
points for Breps.  

2.Draw extents, and offset resultant 
geometry. 

3. Build a 5 face loft. 4.Build Mesh from Surface. 

GENERAL PROCESS 
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OVERALL DESIGN



 
MESH DEFINITON 

1. Anchor points are defined by the trees   
on site with constant height. 
2. The points are connected by a polyline  
to define the overall geometry and afterwards 
offset it to the inside. 
3. The curves are lofted to create a 5 faced poly-
surface.
4. The resultant surface can now be transfor-
med into a mesh and welded together to have 
one final joined mesh without overlapping ed-
ges & vertices. 

1. 2. 3. 4.
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ROPE DEFINITON 

5. Edges are extracted from the mesh to build 
ropes. 
6. Random faces are selected to build panels 
aft erward.
7. Th e vertices are extracted as center points to 
build the Brep defi nition. 
8. Breps act as loads that aff ect the overall 
shape.  

5. 6. 7. 8.



 
ROPE LENGTH DEFINITON 

In order to have a precise rope length parameter, a simple expression 
had to be done, (E x A) / L :
E= YOUNG MODULUS in Gigapascal of rope material density.
A= Area of the cross section of the rope.
L= Length of rope in each section. 
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 Th e elasticity between subdivisions increase 
periodically in order to achieve a catenary-like shape:
 1.- 0% Elasticity.
 2.-5% Elasticity.
 3.-10% Elasticity.
 4.-15% Elasticity.
 5.-20% Elasticity.

1
2
3

4

5

CATENARY SHAPE LOGIC 



1.Extract faces from 
mesh. 

2.Cull faces.  3.Random reduce 
the number of faces.  

PANEL EXTRACTION 
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PANEL LOGIC

1.Panels are formed by 4 vertices each.
2. Edges are off set an X amount to the inside. 
3.Mid points are found and dragged parametrica-
lly to the x direction of their local plane. 
4. A curve is interpolated between the Start point, 
Mid Point and End point of each edge to create the 
“star pattern”.   
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 Th e bell heights are parametrically de-
fi ned by a central attractor point from larger 
to shorter in order to achieve a periodical 
growth an expression was made:

 Th e fi nal position of the bells is defi ned 
by the Kangaroo simulation. 
  



Kangaroo is a physics simulator that analyze a series of 
parameters in order to achieve a precise simulation of the 
object considering it´s physical properties and forces re-
action. 
  



RENDER 1 RENDER 1 
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3D Printing process:

A new file was generated to do the small 3D model for the 3D printing ma-
chine.

To do that, the final mesh of the final WEB was brought to a new RHINO 
file, along with the STICKS and the PANELS. 

Then a GRASSHOPPER file was generated to adjust all the components and 
then merge them together to make a UnionMesh.

Afterwards, the final single mesh has to be BAKED and then adjusted in the 
RHINO software.



Using a WeaverBird application, the WEB mesh was Thickened and framed.

The panels were thickened as well with the same application.

To make the sticks proparly combined with the WEB, the sticks were eleva-
ted to make sure they interact well with the WEB when we make the Union-
Mesh.



Aft er completing the defi nition in GRASSHOPPER,
the Unifi ed single mesh was baked, and then adjusted into a RHINO 
fi le.



After baking, it is important to make sure that there are no holes in the 
mesh.

If there are any, FillMeshHoles should be performed to generate a single 
CLOSED mesh.

Then, tree were added and attached to the final mesh.

After trimming the trees from both ends, the final mesh was put in a boun-
ding box, then everything was rescaled to be fit in a 150X150X150 mm 
Cube.

To have cleaner product, the final mesh was flipped to be printed upside-
down.
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FABRICATION PROCESS
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ROPE LENGHTS IN U DIRECTION. ROPE LENGHTS IN V DIRECTION. 

NET DEVELOPMENT 
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Plywood and acrylic panels are nested 
using the plugin RhinoNEST , each panel 
had a unique code:
 A for Acrylic.
 P for plywood.

PANEL DEVELOPMENT 



 
 With RhinoCAM all the routine is setted up and adjust the 
following parameters:
 -Tool specs.
 -Tolerances
 -Clearance
 -Tool path.
 -Entries
 -Cut levels
 -Sorting
 





Creation of Geomretry for the Bells

Organizing objects (Nesting)

The length of each bell into several 
points,  moving in a false true pattern in 
order to construct a puzzle like shape.
This shape allows a fast and accurate 
assemble of the bells

Starting from a rectangular grid, all the 
pieces are organized on one plane.

Each pices has a number assigned to 
easily assemble and locate on the 
structure.
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